
MAKTEK Konya: The Largest Fair of the Machinery Sector in Anatolia 

is Prepared for October 11-14, 2023.  

 

MAKTEK Konya Fair where the sector is looking forward to reconvening is prepared to bring together 

the leading firms and the outstanding professionals of the sector under the same roof.  MAKTEK Konya, 

the leading fair of the sector will be held in collaboration with the Chamber of Commerce of Konya, 

Machine Tools Industrialists and Businessmen Association (TİAD) and Turkish Machine Manufacturers 

Association (MİB) at Konya Chamber of Commerce - Tüyap Konya International Fair Center on October 

11-14, 2023.   

 

The fair comes to fore in respect of a large content and profile as it will exhibit the state-of-the-art 

products and services of the leading companies engaged in the fields of machine tools, metal-sheet 

metal processing machines, tool holders-cutting-tools, quality control-measurement systems, 

CAD/CAM, PLM software and manufacturing technologies. Exhibitors cannot wait to take part at the 

MAKTEK Konya Fair to be held after an interval of four years. The fair will bring the entire stakeholders 

of the sector and will feature the entire developments in machine industry. Several industrial products 

ranging from folding, leveler and flattening machines to shearing machines, special metal clamping 

machines and compressors will be exhibited at MAKTEK Konya Fair.  

 

MAKTEK Konya Fair targets at adding to its past achievements in 2019  

 

The fair achieved a great success back in 2019 by hosting 29.753 professional visitors from 47 countries 

and 276 exhibitor firms from 20 countries targets at adding to their past successes. Gathering visitors 

from five corners of the world MAKTEK Konya Fair also aims at becoming a point of cooperation for 

thousands of domestic and international visitors and leading firms. The fair opened its gates to the 

sector in 2019 lastly and turned out to be a successful fair where exhibitors and visitors were extremely 

satisfied. While 74% of the fair visitors stressed that they were satisfied with the event 88% noted that 

they intend to visit again. 79% of the visitors recommend the fair to the business cycles. The fair did 

not only satisfy the visitors but also the exhibitors as a great majority of the exhibitors noted that they 

were satisfied by the end of the fair and 76% thought they are considering to visit the fair again.  

 

Konya, the SMEs capital of our country and a machine manufacturing hub that recently grows with a 

great speed Konya will be the meeting point of the machinery sector in the year 2023. The fair will 

continue for four days and will set the stage for establishing business networks.  

 

Hope to see you all in Konya, the capital of metal processing and manufacturing industry at Konya 

Chamber of Commerce - Tüyap Konya International Fair Center on October 11-14, 2023! 

 

For details: www.maktekkonya.com  

http://www.maktekkonya.com/

